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 Additionally, the tool reduces the gap between Oracle application development and the implementation phase. We have
introduced a new version of PL/SQL Developer 4.1 today, version 4.1.5. This release is a maintenance release of the latest 4.1.x
version. As you can read in the title, the main new features of PL/SQL Developer 4.1.5 are: We are happy to announce that this

new version of PL/SQL Developer was already released today (20.04.2016). If you have not installed yet PL/SQL Developer
4.1.5, you can do it today by clicking on this link: PL/SQL Developer 4.1.5 for your current version. You can find further

details and an upgrade path on our website. PL/SQL Developer 4.1.5 release notes What is new in PL/SQL Developer 4.1.5?
New in this release: New Workbench theme and UI. Availability of new databases. New SQL*Plus features. New PL/SQL

Editor. New PL/SQL Commenting features. New PL/SQL help and code snippets. New CSS3 class-based UI. Planned features
for next release PL/SQL Developers have been busy discussing what improvements they want to have in PL/SQL Developer for
the next release. Now is the time for them to suggest these features and vote for their favorite ones. Here are the most popular

ones that have been already discussed and voted for: Refactoring. New History View. PL/SQL related defects. Support for
PL/SQL procedures. Bug fixes. RAD tools. Planned enhancements for next release We will work on the following

enhancements: Improvements of the new Workbench theme and UI. PL/SQL Editor support for new databases. PL/SQL
Editing features for new databases. Modularity (simplify code sharing). Debugger UI. What do you think about PL/SQL

Developer 4.1.5? Please share your experience with us. Write a review on AppDynamics Blog. ]]>New PL/SQL Developer
4.1.5 release 82157476af
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